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The InterPlanetary Project
is equal parts conference/festival, open-source citizen science platform, and research program.
The first project of its kind to combine celebration with experimentation, and conversation with analysis,
InterPlanetary seeks nothing less than a whole-planet project—
beyond borders, beyond politics, beyond economics—
to activate the collective intelligence of our first planet: Earth.

The InterPlanetary Project
aspires to engage with the pressing problems of today
by imagining the challenges of tomorrow.
Mark Twain wrote, “You can’t depend on your eyes when your imagination is out of focus.”
InterPlanetary seeks to restore focus on a planetary scale.

To search through outer space we shall need to rise above our inner spaces and
confront the gravest challenges of our time—from reducing disease and economic inequality
to managing finite resources and surviving war—to bring different ideas together
to solve very hard problems.

the complexity of
Interplanetary Space
More than 30 years ago, “poor but honest” Nobel laureates founded
the Santa Fe Institute to change the world with Complexity,
an “unpredictable, irresistible, and otherworldly science.”
Today, the Santa Fe Institute is primed to change the universe,
as SFI complexity research continues to be at the cutting edge of science.
It is through the lens of complexity science that the largest extraterrestrial
obstacles will be overcome by this world’s greatest minds.

The InterPlanetary Project
explores these “very hard problems” by focusing its research and discussions
on the following complex planetary Life-Support Systems:
• Architecture, Cities, and Scale
• Intelligent Systems and Cognitive Assistance
• Social and Economic Engineering
• Time Design: Age and Adaptation
• Autonomous Ecosystems
• Planetary Regulation, Rules and Law
• Motion and Energy Technology
• Astrobiology and Life Detection
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The Santa Fe Institute is nestled in the foothills of the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains, in New Mexico, the location
most uniquely inclined toward InterPlanetary Exploration.
New Mexico’s rich history in scientific advancement (SFI, LANL,
VLA, Trinity, Goddard’s rocket research site), its clear skies and
ancient astro-observational records (Chaco Canyon, Zuni’s
Crab Nebula Petroglyph), and its immediate capacity for
InterPlanetary transport (White Sands Space Harbor, NASA’s
Johnson Space Center White Sands Test Facility, Spaceport
America) all cement New Mexico, United States, Earth as an
obvious InterPlanetary Capital.
After all, when intelligent beings from other planets
choose to visit Earth, they come to New Mexico!
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Why New Mexico?
• Santa Fe, NM is the highest state capital in the nation.
• New Mexico’s largest exports are:
o  Electronic integrated processors and controllers (23.9%),
• In 2005 Santa Fe became the first UNESCO Creative City
in the world, and the state of New Mexico boasts the most
o  ADP machine parts and accessories (18.4%)
UNESCO heritage sites in the world.
o  Radar equipment (3.9%)
• New Mexico is the only official bilingual state in the US.
o  Bombs, mines, ammunition and projectiles (3%)
• New Mexico has more PhDs per capita than any other state.
o  Voice/image transmitting & processing equipment (3.6%)
• New Mexico established the first Meteoritics program in the • New Mexico is home to the Green Chile Capital of the
world.
world, the Indian Capital of the world, the Uranium Capital
of the World, Smokey the Bear, and the world’s largest
•   New Mexico’s largest employers include LANL, Sandia,
enchilada.
NMSU, Intel, and Lockheed Martin.
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Phase 1 : The launch

July 17–18, 2017

interview with Neal Stephenson

Interstellar screening

Speculative fiction author and SFI Miller Scholar Neal Stephenson is
interviewed by SFI postdoctoral fellow Chris Kempes at the
Jean Cocteau Cinema.
Monday, July 17th, 2017  7 pm MST
Coordinates: 35.6850541,-105.94645130000004

The Jean Cocteau Cinema hosts an InterPlanetary
special screening of Interstellar,
co-written by Jonathan Nolan.
Tuesday, July 18th, 2017   3 pm MST
Coordinates: 35.6850541,-105.94645130000004

The InterPlanetary Project Panel Discussion
What will it take to become an InterPlanetary civilization?
Explorers in science, literature, film, music, and art
meet in Santa Fe’s historic Lensic Performing
Arts Center to discuss this and other questions.
Tuesday, July 18th, 2017   7:30 pm MST
Coordinates: 35.6877344,-105.94108140000003

Phase II: Community building Oct. 13–17, 2017
InterPlanetary film scores: art, craft, Science?

Stardust Costume PArty

Multi-instrumentalist Jeffrey Ernstoff takes us on a conceptual tour of sci-fi sound
effects and music, with a special performance by theremin virtuoso Rob Schwimmer.
Friday, October 13th, 2017. 7:30 pm MST   The Lensic

Special screening of the “Man Who Fell to Earth,” stellar cocktails and snacks by
Santa Fe Spirits, music, cosplay and a prize raffle. Co-hosted with Creative Santa Fe

InterPlanetary Film Festival

InterPlanetary space-craft

Sunday, October 15th, 2017. 5 pm MST      form & concept gallery

Saturday, October 14th, 2017   all day

Create InterPlanetary artifacts with MAKE Santa Fe.
Monday, October 16th, 2017   all day
MAKE Santa Fe Studios

Violet Crown, SITE Santa Fe, Jean Cocteau Cinema, Center for Contemporary Arts,
Santa Fe University of Art and Design, Second Street Brewery

The Past, Present, & Future of the Anthropocene

Future Shock

An InterPlanetary conversation about humanity’s impact
on history and the future. Moderated by SFI external professor
Manfred Laubichler.

Classic and compelling sci-fi films introduced by SFI complexity
scientists, demonstrating InterPlanetary ideas on the big screen.

An InterPlanetary Preview of SITE Santa Fe’s Future Shock,
featuring lecture by SFI complexity scientist Geoffrey West.
Sunday, October 15th, 2017. 11 am MST   SITE Santa Fe

Tuesday, October 17th, 2017  7:30 pm MST     The Lensic

This five-day series of InterPlanetary events celebrated new partnerships forged between SFI and community leaders in the arts. SFI president David
Krakauer says, “The arts — visual arts, cinematic, literary, musical — expand our imaginations and explore territories we don’t even know exist.
I’ve always felt that science wouldn’t function without the arts. Art plays a critical role in the InterPlanetary Project.”

Phase III: into The future June 7–8, 2018
The first Annual InterPlanetary Festival
The first festival of its kind to merge complexity science exploration with hedonistic celebration.
We will host InterPlanetary panel discussions and presentations on each of the complex InterPlanetary Life
Support Systems, featuring some of the most cunning and forward-thinking minds on this planet,
alongside an unprecedented Innovations and Ideas Expo*.
Throughout this two-day event, InterPlanetary tourists will engage with
gripping universal possibilities, with the added gratification of:
• InterPlanetary concerts     • Sci-fi film screenings     • Workshops
• Pop-up art collaborations and gallery talks     • CURRENTS New Media’s Immersive Art Installation
• Inaugural Nation of Makers Convention (NOMCON)     • Maker spaces
• Educational and participatory performances  
• The best craft cocktails, beer and food this enchanting corner of our planet has to offer
Thursday, June 7th, 2018   11 am to 10 pm MST     and    Friday, June 8th, 2018   11 am to 10 pm MST.
Coordinates: 35.6802877,-105.95034279999999 [Santa Fe Railyard]
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The Santa Fe Railyard is celebrating its 10th year in 2018, and has quickly emerged as the cultural
epicenter of the city. With two independent cinema houses, a world class contemporary art
museum, renown galleries, the Currents New Media Art installation, fine and casual dining options,
10 acres of maintained outdoor space, Descartes Labs, Outside magazine, and the Santa Fe Farmer’s
Market, the Railyard is the natural choice for the InterPlanetary Festival.

Big Adventure
Comics

*The Railyard EXHIBIT SPACE

We’re building spartan booths for our Innovations and Ideas Expo inside of the Santa Fe Railyard’s Farmer’s Market Pavilion. Organizations participating in
the expo are encouraged to bring their greatest InterPlanetary technologies to inspire future planetologists. The simple, white-walled booths are meant to
democratize the innovations expo, so that no one company outshines another by virtue of their footprint, alone. It’s up to you to set yourself apart from
your impressive InterPlanetary neighbors, by bringing your most engaging, participatory projects, gadgets, and endeavors! We need your help to train future
planetologists!

Join us in the Santa Fe Railyard,
and bring your most inspired
project—not your turgid
marketing material.
This is an opportunity
for the best minds in
your organization to show
your peers your most
noteworthy endeavors.
Contact Caitlin McShea with
any IP fest queries:
cmcshea@santafe.edu

Interplanetary gets its power from

The Miller Omega Program (Mu Omega Pi) supports projects, individuals, and events at SFI that aspire to
explore the frontiers of our understanding of the complex universe. The Miller Omega Program was created
to support deep thinking in areas that are untested, unproven, and involve considerable uncertainty in
their outcomes, which, if they should prove correct, could lead to a significant transformation
in our understanding of complex phenomena.
The program is run according to a set of values considered by the donor, Bill Miller, in discussion
with SFI President David Krakauer, to ensure the most effective execution of the program
in relation to the SFI core mission and donor intent.

Interplanetary community partners

This is the Santa Fe Institute, a sort of Justice League of renegade geeks,
where teams of scientists from disparate fields study the Big Questions. — Rolling Stone
A dream team of scientists — prize-winning ecologists, physicists, biologists
and others from Harvard to Vienna. — Weather.com
. . . the mecca for the science of “complex systems.” — Quanta magazine

